
POWER OF  FEAR – Part 1. 

 A glass elevator came with a sliding door and responded to my thoughts.  

 I knew immediately that I wanted to go ,,Home,,. And at the moment I was there. I stepped 

out of the elevator in the Universe, actually,  I swan out of the elevator into the complete darkness 

and silence. I did not feel anything, neither fear nor constraint, but neither the feeling of happiness I 

had with the stars. There are no limits. It's just dark, it's very strange, there are no stars. It is a very 

large space where there is NOTHING and absolute SILENCE. I swim there all by myself. I can go 

where I want, but there is NOTHING except me.  

 Question: What is this place? 

 Answer: It's a vacuum.  

 Question: So where am I?   

 Answer: In fear.  

 Question: Is this my fear?  

 Answer: No.  

 Question: Whose fear is it?  

 Answer: It belongs to all. 

 Question: Is this the essence of fear?  

 Answer: Yes. It's a fundamental fear.  

 Question: Is it the fear of mankind?  

 Answer: No, it is the fear of the Universe. Mankind is just a tiny part of fear.  

 Question: What is the Universe afraid of?  

 Answer: Of loneliness. Of separation. Of silence. It is a place where there is no life.  

 Where there is no LOVE, there is no LIFE. This is the fear of the Universe. 

These are all places where there is no Love. THERE IS NO LIFE WITHOUT LOVE. 

The essence of Life is Love, it is its integral part. Where there is no Love, there can be 

no Life. And wherever there is no Life there is no Love, and wherever there is no Love 

there is fear. It is solitude and silence.  

 I am able to move in that space, but in that silence and loneliness, I cannot get to know 

myself. I can only be there with myself. It is absolute loneliness.  

And endless silence. Where there is infinite silence, there is no Love. Love is 

Life, Joy, Movement, Happiness, Change. Where there is silence, there is none of it. 

And that's fear. This is the essence of our fear. And that is the essence of fear 

throughout the Universe. Fear expands and fights the life that exists in the Universe. 

Fear wants to fill more and more space and push out the space in which Life expands.  

 Notice the people who are filled with fear. There is no joy in their lives.  Their life runs in 

silence. They have no friends, they cannot have fun, enjoy, they do not accept changes in their lives. 

They are sad, they resist movement. They cannot talk and they live in silence.  

 Both up and down, and in both big and small. Just as it happens in the Universe, just as it 

happens in your lives. You can notice and observe it.  If you understand this process at the level of 

human beings and mankind,  you will realise that what happens in you, is exactly the same process 

that takes place throughout the Universe.  

 Fear is the opposite of Love. Fear is the opposite of Life.  

 In human perception, fear means death. 

 Fear is the end.  



 You do not perceive these terms correctly. In your perception, you think death is the end of 

life, but human death is just a transition to another form of being and Life. 

 In fact, fear means the death of Life. Because if you give in to fear, if you are filled with 

fear, you stop feeling Love and stop living your Life.  

 This is exactly what is happening in the Universe. Fear attacks all forms of Life. When I 

created Life on this beautiful planet, your Mother Earth, it was attacked by Fear because fear's 

desire is to stop Life on this planet. Fear attacked the planet, and its goal is to stop mankind and all 

beings that inhabit this planet feeling the Love. If so, Life on Earth would cease.  

 Therefore, it is important to constantly show Love on the Earth to people and all beings.      

If fear would manage to close up the hearts of all people, life on Earth would end. This is how fear 

attacks all life forms that I have created in the Universe. It has been like this since the very 

beginning of being. I needed someone to show fear, to help fear understand what love meant. What 

Love brings, and what it represents and creates in its essence, which is Life. I needed to show fear  

what would happen when fear breaks its silence and solitude that it locked itself in. You have 

decided to take this role. You show mankind the power of Love. You show mankind Life. Its joy of 

movement and happiness. You show mankind what the Harmony of Being means, Life in Love and 

with Love. Fear will also learn from the way you teach people and mankind. And I BELIEVE 

UNCONDITIONALLY, I BELIEVE that one day fear will understand this knowledge and accepts 

it.  

 Fear is my opposite. It is necessary, it is important so I can perceive myself. I long for 

fusion. I long for its understanding, but fear also has free will, because it is the fundamental 

and most important law of the Universe. Everyone has free will and everyone has the right to 

make his own free decision. That is why fear also has free will. Fear can decide when, and 

how, to accept knowledge of Love and Life.   

 That is why I have explained to you last time that by fighting, you foster fear immensely. 

Fear grows in strength and thinks, it is much more powerful than Love.  

 It is important and necessary for you to begin to perceive the need to communicate in other 

ways. Stop fighting and start showing how Love works. What miracles the Love creates. If you 

learn how to create life in Love and with Love, fear can also understand and accept what Love 

actually means. When you fight against it, you use its tools, and fear grows, grows stronger and it 

potentiates. Therefore, I have sent you to Mother Earth to show beings who were taken hostage by 

the power of fear, what Love means, what is the essence of Love, and what it means to live your 

Life in Love.  

 You will teach human beings to stop fighting fear. You will teach them to perceive Love 

and teach them to live your Life in Love and with Love. You will teach them by example 

according to how you live your own Life. Only in this form, human beings, who have been 

overcome by the power of fear, can learn how to live in Love. Only by showing them, only by 

stopping the fight with fear, you can teach them. There is no other way to show Love to 

human beings. They need to see, perceive and feel it.  

 This is because fear's attack has closed their hearts to Love and did not allow the Love that 

is part of them to manifest and to enter their cells.  

 Their cells are filled with fear, though their hearts are filled with unconditional Love. This 

Love cannot get into their cells, it cannot become part of them unless they open the door on their 

closed hearts. They can only do this when they see other human beings that they live differently, 

that it is possible to live their Life in Love and with Love. Then Life is filled with Joy, Happiness, 

Acceptance. They need to see examples. Then they can find and gather the courage inside to open 



their hearts to Love.  

 It is a cycle of constant births and examples of how human souls can learn. Therefore, 

this process is slow because it is related to the free will that has been given to all beings equally 

throughout the Universe. I cannot interfere in the life of any creature I have created.  

 The Creator, with unconditional patience and Love, waits for each being to receive and 

understand the knowledge of what Love means. Thus people understand that Love means 

Life. It is the one, and the same, inseparable indivisible, integral one. 

 With every incarnation, you open the hearts of many human beings, so there is more and 

more Love on Earth. Fear now realizes that it is losing power over this beautiful planet. Fear is very 

angry and raging, and therefore it keeps on creating new conditions and vibrations to force mankind 

to fight.  

 It is extremely important that you always show as many people as possible the 

effect of Love. To explain to them the essence of Love and Life. To explain them the 

essence of Life in  Love. It is important that you first understand that it is the one, and 

the same, inseparable indivisible, integral one. 

 For there can be no Life without Love and Love without Life.  

 It was precisely this knowledge that fear did not allow to be passed on to 

mankind.  

 It is the knowledge of Love and Life. It is the knowledge of Life and Love.  

 I am deliberately telling you this both ways so you can inscribe it very deeply into every cell 

of your body that it is the same thing. You need to understand and know that it is the one, and the 

same, inseparable indivisible, integral one. It is extremely important.. When it becomes part of 

you, it is extremely important that it becomes also part of every cell of your being and of the subtle 

bodies, then you can accept other knowledge about the essence of the Universe, the essence of Life 

in the Universe. Therefore, receive this knowledge very, very deeply and perceive it as part of 

yourself.  As fear has taken away from you and other beings this knowledge that was part of you,  it 

could manipulate and control human beings strongly, and close all human hearts. Fear was able to 

find a way to strengthen itself by teaching you to fight amongst you,  to teach you to fight against 

yourself and to teach you to fight against all beings who live on Mother Earth. Fear has taught you 

how to fight plants, has taught you how to fight animals, and thus has brought meanness between 

human beings and all beings who lived and live on Mother Earth. This way fear managed to create a 

hierarchy between beings who lived on Mother Earth.  

However  ALL, UTTERLY, ALL OF YOU have come here as EQUAL BEINGS. It didn't 

matter if you came here as a tree, grass, flowers, animals, people or stones, you were all equal. 

 Fear has realized and has found out that the weakest link in this chain are humans and 

therefore fear has controlled human beings. Fear told them that they were the strongest, that they 

were the ones who could rule on Mother Earth. Thus human beings began to think that they are the 

CHOSEN ONES. They rejected all the rights of the other beings who inhabited this planet. They 

ruled their will over plants, stones, animals, minerals. They took away all their rights, their free will. 

As fear has created this hierarchy, the nature of human beings has changed. They stopped to respect 

their brothers and sisters. They began to eat animals and many beings went away from this planet. 

Many beings decided to stay here because they realized that it was fear that closed their hearts to 

human beings. They decided to stay here, just like you, to help human beings. It was your will. It 

was your free choice. It is up to you to change your original decision because only you influence 

your decisions. 


